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MEDIA RELEASE 

          

ComicVid Ranks High on App Stores-  
Vividthree’s OTT Comic Video Platform Illustrates  

Exceptional Comic Titles  
 

Singapore, 27 February 2020 - Since Vividthree Holdings (SGX: OMK) launched its landmark 

Over-The-Top (“OTT”) comic video platform, the company is pleased to note its strong 

performance on Google Play store as its ComicVid application (“app”) is among the top trending 

with statistics from Google Play store.  

Vividthree launched its revolutionary OTT comic video platform on both Google Play store 

(Android) and App store (iOS) since December 2019, has raked in commendable statistics. 

Across top-trending comic apps, ComicVid held its own against the top-trending comic apps with 

3rd ranking under the ‘Comic’ category on Google Play store. 

In the List of Top Free Comic Apps on Google Play store, ComicVid app has set a record of being 

top 10 comic app along with 10,000+ downloads on both Google Play store and iOS App store 

after its successful launch. This achievement adds another star on the shoulder of Vividthree’s 

innovation.  

ComicVid developed to help creators tell their unique stories, featuring a diverse range of 

illustrious webcomic titles contributed by renowned content creators - one of which is the popular 

hit by DarkBox called ‘Silent Horror’ that has accumulated over 92 million views online since 

February 2015. ComicVid currently features more than 15 webcomic titles with 41 new upcoming 

titles and has more than 20 comic creators onboard. The platform is now available worldwide. 
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"Comic lovers are a group of passionate and loyal reading community who are hungry for 
good content," says Charles Yeo, co-founder of Vividthree Holdings. "We are dedicated to 
revolutionizing state-of-the-art comics illustration and providing the creators with an 
opportunity to share and amplify their stories to fans all over the world." 

ComicVid Statistics 

       
iOS & Android - User Growth Rate (20 Feb-26 Feb 2020) 

 
3rd Trending Comic App / Ranked Top 10 Comic App / 10k+ App Downloads in 6 Days 

 

– END – 
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About ComicVid 

A multi-language OTT comic video platform that targets comic enthusiasts and tech savvy 

millennials in the area. Enhancing webcomics with motions and sound effects, ComicVid 

breathes life into the still artwork. This platform will facilitate talented comic creators to bring their 

characters to life, by transforming their creations into a video-like viewing experience. ComicVid 

allows comic creators to publish and share their creations globally, providing an avenue for them 

to eventually monetise their creations through potential opportunities of merchandising, cartoon 

series, feature films and various commercial initiatives. 

About Vividthree Holdings Ltd.  

Established in 2006, Vividthree is a virtual reality (VR), visual effects (VFX) and computer-

generated imagery studio that develops and creates digital intellectual property assets that 

primarily consists of storylines with accompanying characters and visual elements. Vividthree 

develops and/or acquires digital intellectual property assets to produce virtual reality products 

such as thematic tour shows including Train to Busan.  

Vividthree has a network presence in Singapore and Malaysia, focusing primarily on two 

business segments, namely, Post-production and Content Production.  

In 2015, Vividthree Productions Pte. Ltd., which is now a subsidiary of the Company, was 

acquired by mm2 Asia Ltd. (SGX: 1B0), a producer of films, TV and online content. Vividthree 

Holdings Ltd. (SGX: OMK) debuted on the Catalist board in September 2018. 

https://www.vividthreeholdings.com/  
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